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The cookware market experienced declining sales from
2016-17 in part due to competitive pressure from the

growing small kitchen appliances category, lessening the
need for cookware items. High penetration and long

purchase cycles also challenge category growth, as market
sales rely on new users and trade-ups.

This report looks at the following areas:

However, positive economic indicators and consumer enjoyment toward at-home cooking and baking
could boost category sales. Creating online educational campaigns could be an opportunity for brands
to reach younger adults who are new to the category and still building their cookware inventory.

• Small kitchen appliances could lessen the need for cookware
• Adults are cooking slightly less compared to a year ago
• A decline in key population segment could lead to market struggles
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Figure 19: Cooking and baking frequency, by Hispanic origin, February 2018

Ownership of cookware is nearly universal
Figure 20: Cookware ownership and usage, February 2018

Women stick to the basics while men are drawn to convenience
Figure 21: Cookware ownership and usage, currently own and use, by gender, February 2018
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Cutlery is more commonly owned and used than bakeware
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Figure 25: Bakeware and cutlery ownership and usage, currently own and use, by age, February 2018

Asian and Black adults report lower ownership of bakeware
Figure 26: Bakeware ownership and usage, currently own and use, by race and Hispanic origin, February 2018

Most cookware purchases made at mass merchandisers
Figure 27: Retailers shopped, February 2018

Adults 45+ seek quality, younger adults want low prices
Figure 28: Select retailers shopped, by age, February 2018

Income plays a role in cookware shopping destinations
Figure 29: Select retailers shopped, by household income, February 2018

Shoppers want quality and prefer to shop in-store
Figure 30: Shopping behaviors, February 2018

Younger adults are researching across channels
Figure 31: Select shopping behaviors, by age, February 2018

Hispanics invest less time in cookware selection process
Figure 32: Select shopping behaviors, by Hispanic origin, February 2018

Products that are easy to clean are key
Figure 33: Purchase influencers sought in cookware, bakeware and cutlery, February 2018

Convenience is prioritized, but reviews and brand matter too
Figure 34: TURF analysis – Purchase influencers, February 2018
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Figure 35: Select purchase influencers sought in cookware, bakeware and cutlery, by age, February 2018

Brand is important to Asian and Hispanic adults
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